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Abstract 

It is known that effective project management comprises good planning as well as information processing. This information has to be 
received on time, immediately analysed and valued. It allows foreseeing probable issues or obstacles also evaluating the effect on other 
project management processes. There are many project management tools and software being developed every day to help managers to 
automate the administration of individual projects or groups of projects during their life-cycle. Project Management software helps to plan 
and realize your project while enabling you to control your internal processes, from project generation through workflow and approves a 
successful conclusion. This work presents a short comparison of popular web based project management tools. 
 

The growing supply of project management software raises 
challenges with choosing one for the particular project. The 
choice is dependent on the methodology and operated 
processes, which outline the requirements for the software. 
Kerzner (2003) discerns five essential functions of project 
management software. 

1. Planning and control – each task receives a set start 
and finish times, the recourses for successful 
completion are calculated. 

2. Report production – the ability to create new 
reports or modify and/or edit existing ones. These 
reports can be fully compatible with Gant diagrams 
and/or any other essential graphs, for example, 
anticipating work recourses; planning of expenses 
and money traffic, etc.  

3. Calendar – this function allows the organization of 
separate project steps or stages as well as these steps 
into work weeks with exclusion of holidays. This 
function allows calculating needed recourses for 
every stage of the project and forms the daily 

schedule of every participant. 
4. “What if” analysis – This function permits the 

creation of a project copy where it is possible to 
submit chosen data. After this the system presents a 
comparative analysis of the two projects in a desired 
form which display possible results if, say, the number 
of participants lowers, the budget shrinks, etc.  

5. Project portfolio analysis – It gives the opportunity 
to control two or more projects at the same time. 
While managing a couple projects it permits the use 
of same constant files or data. 

K. Schwalbe (2007) while talking about the importance 
of software in project management highlights the 
importance of a software that is compatible with a specific 
corporation as a factor in successful project completion. 
While choosing a software Wei, Liang ir Wang (2007) 
suggests the use of seven steps methodology while picking 
a software that is accomodating the specific needs of the 
organization for project management. 
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